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It has been 93 years since women were granted the right to vote and women still 

face gender inequality. The women’s liberation movement made progress in closing the 

gender gap, however may issues still exist today. Betty Friedan’s 1963 book The 

Feminine Mystique was a critical piece of literature in influencing the second wave of the 

feminist movement in the 20th century. Friedan described “the problem with no name” as 

the stirring inside of American women, asking themselves if being a housewife is all they 

will achieve in their life (Friedan, 1963). The problems that Friedan describes are similar 

to those we face today. Fifty years later women are still struggling with equality in the 

workplace. Even though women have entered the workforce at an increasingly rapid rate 

over the past 50 years, women are still not treated as equals. While women in the 

workforce equated to only 34 percent in 1950, it reached 60 percent by 2000. It’s 

expected that women will make up 48 percent of the workforce by 2050 (Toossi, 2002, p. 

15). However, only 4.2 percent of Fortune 500 CEOs are female (Sellers, 2012). Women 

still do not receive equal pay. According to the National Committee on Pay Equity, 

women still only receive .78 cents for every $1.00 earned by men (National Committee 

on Pay Equity, 2012). In 2012 women held only 8.1 percent of top earner slots (Catalyst, 

2012). While the numbers are disappointing, what’s even more discouraging is that 

growth is stagnant. In 2012, women made up only 16.6 percent of board seats – the 

seventh consecutive year of no growth.  

Sheryl Sandberg, author of Lean In sums it up in her statement “The blunt truth is 

that men still run the world,” (2013, 5). Leslie Bennetts, author of The Feminine Mistake 

(2007) said that backwards progress has been made since The Feminine Mystique. She 
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found that even though women’s progression into leadership positions initially grew, it is 

now at a stalemate (Bennetts, 2007, p. 302). 

This topic is more important now than ever, as women in the workplace are 

starving for answers on how to break through the glass ceiling. Take the popularity of the 

book, Lean In, by Sheryl Sandberg (2013) for example. One can surmise that one reason 

Lean In has been on the New York Times Best Sellers List (New York Times, 2013) for 

37 weeks (as of December 19, 2013) is because women want to learn from other 

powerful women and understand their formula for success. 

This paper is a textual analysis that explores the hegemony ideological control of 

women in the workplace. I explore this through a content analysis, which compares and 

contrasts both female and male written business communications. I investigate the 

ideology structure behind the preferred style for business communications, if the written 

communication styles between men and women differ and if so, how and why. 

My thesis is that men and women differ in communication style and the ideology of 

the social reality is that the feminine style of communication is weak. This less powerful 

communication style undermines women’s power and credibility, resulting in less pay 

and lower status in their careers. However, men deem the feminine communication style 

as weak and this has created a hegemony ideological control. 

Literature Review 

The literature I reviewed to support this textual analysis included both examples 
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of conducting a content analysis, as well as works spanning many generations of women 

in the workplace. As Brummet explores in Techniques of Close Reading (2010) 

conducting a deep textual analysis requires the reader to look at things that one normally 

may not look at. I will take a deep look throughout my content analysis at the content of 

the message and evaluate language that typically one may not notice. In addition to 

studying the content of the email messages that women send, I will also evaluate the tone, 

intention and frequency of key words. 

Women have been evaluating gendered communications since the days of 

Virginia Woolf, who wrote A Room of One’s Own in 1929. Woolf states that women are 

both victims of themselves and men by acting as a “looking glass”. This looking glass 

metaphor means that women are regarded as the inferior gender by men and men prefer 

to keep women in the inferior role, as it both boasts their self-confidence and allows their 

reflection to be magnified and more powerful (cited in Humm, pp.21-22). My textual 

analysis supports and expands upon Woolf’s theory that men look to women to reflect 

how they see themselves. I will evaluate how the masculine style of communicating has 

become the preferred communication style in the workplace.  

My textual analysis will extend the current research and offer a new perspective 

on gendered communications in the workplace. I will explore how a woman’s 

communications style shouldn’t be viewed as inferior. To that end, I used the feminist 

standpoint theory to evaluate how the experiences that a girl encounters shape her 

behaviors and activities. Wood (2012) states that feminist standpoint theory is hinged 

upon the fact that women’s lives differ both systemically and structurally from a males’. 
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As a result of these differences, the two groups have different opportunities. One example 

that Wood provides is that females are expected to defer to and please others.  

I want to take this evaluation a step further by using Virginia Woolf’s (1945) 

“looking glass” metaphor. Virginia Woolf wrote “A Room of One’s Own”, which tells 

the story of a young woman who examines herself, both on the exterior and interior. 

Woolf states that self-confidence is often attained by considering other people inferior. 

Men assert this self-confidence by viewing women as inferior. As a result of this, Woolf 

states,  “Women have served all these centuries as looking glasses possessing the magic 

and delicious power of reflecting the figure of man at twice its natural size.” The looking 

glass serves as a metaphor for men wanting to keep women in an inferior position so their 

image is reflected back larger and more powerful.  

Dr. Phyllis Mindell (2001), professor at Georgetown Medical School, professional 

communications expert and author of “How to Say It for Women” based her entire 

communications theory based on how women can communicate “with confidence and 

power using the language of success.” Mindell outlines strategies for how women can 

communicate with success in the workplace. In the process of explaining the language for 

success, Mindell conducts a content analysis of written communications from women and 

provides examples for specific language, grammar and style to use for communicating 

with power. 

I also reviewed Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In and her experience with women’s 

desire to be “liked”. Sandberg states that oftentimes successful women in leadership 

positions aren’t “liked” but respected (Sandberg, 2013). This success and likability factor 

was an important component to understand the motivation behind women’s 
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communication styles. 

Theoretical Framework 

Much of the research on gendered communications has focused on how women 

communicate with a less powerful style of communication. Julia T. Wood, a professor at 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, explores the issue of gendered 

communication in her book Gendered Lives (2013). She found that most women regard 

communication as a way to establish and maintain relationship with others. She also 

states that building equality and supporting others are two other key characteristics of 

feminine communication (2013, p.130). This is further supported by Phyllis Mindell, who 

states in her book, How to Say It For Women, “Never start a sentence with the word I 

unless talking about yourself,” (2001, 22). Her entire book is based on how women can 

change their communication style to be more powerful. 

Wood (2012) states that the feminist standpoint theory purports that a woman’s 

behaviors and activities are directed by societal expectations and circumstances they 

experience as young girls. Feminist standpoint theory is juxtaposed to the theory that 

gender qualities are inherited. Consider the adage nature versus nature. Even the issue of 

gender itself is not straightforward and it’s much more complex than sex. Wood (2009) 

explores the issue of gender and states that it’s defined by how others interact with each 

other and changes over time. Even though we are born male or female, we act in 

masculine or feminine ways over time, depending upon the situation. 

I will use the feminist standpoint theory in my evaluation of the communication 

of women in the workplace. The feminist standpoint theory has three main principals that 
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revolve around marginalized groups. A marginalized group is any group that is made to 

seem unimportant and out of the mainstream. The first principle of the feminist 

standpoint theory is that knowledge is socially situated. The next key principle is that 

marginalized groups are better positioned to be aware of things and ask questions. 

Finally, the third key principal is that research on power relations should begin with the 

lives of the marginalized (Bowell, 2011). The feminist theory goes beyond looking at the 

surface of a situation and takes a deeper dive into the context from the marginalized 

individual’s point of view. 

Eisenberg, Goodall and Trethewey (2010) define hegemony as the ideological 

control that is maintained from the less-dominant group by assuming that this is the way 

the world “really” is (p143). We see this come to fruition in the business environment, as 

the masculine form of communication is the preferred, dominant language of business, 

even among women. In this case, men are the dominant group that is in control and 

women reinforce hegemony ideological control when they acquiesce and emulate the 

male style of communication to demonstrate power and control.  

Sterkel (1988) studied the relationship between gender and writing style in 

business communications and found that women in the workplace are more likely to 

adopt the male style of communication since men hold more power in busies situations. 

Sterkel also found that women might be changing their style of communication in a 

business setting to gain more power. McEdwards (1985) also says what female have 

always known, “Women are not only viewed as creatures filling roles of lesser societal 

power, but they are rightly categorized as such because they do not use the language of 

command,” (p.41). 
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Methodology 

I used the content analysis approach, in which I analyzed four emails from four 

different senders, both male and female. This data set is grouped into two subject blocks. 

The first subject block consists of two emails from two different senders, in which the 

subject matter of both requesting an invoice submission for a freelance writing 

assignment. They were analyzed using through repeated reading, comparison, key word 

identification, terminology usage, patterns, themes and issues. I chose these particular 

emails because they met the following criteria: 

• Consistency – The two emails that I compared in each subject 

block were consistent in their subject matter. Both emails in block one centered 

around the request for an invoice submission. Block two consisted of emails from 

manager’s requesting their employee fill out a one-on-one template. 

• Gender – I evaluated emails based on gendered communications 

in the workplace, therefore it was important that I compared and contrasted 

similar emails sent from both a male and a female.  

• Timing – The emails I evaluated were sent within days of each 

other.  

 

The emails were stripped of identifying information to protect the senders’ 

privacy. These emails are reproduced verbatim, therefore any misspellings, grammatical 

or other errors have not been corrected.  

Email Block One 
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Both emails in “block one” both are from editors requesting an invoice for a 

completed assignment.  

 

Email One: 

Gender: Female editor at a magazine 

Date Sent: December 6, 2013 

Subject: Request for invoice 

Content: Hi Stacy! I apologize if I've already asked you to do this, but could you 

send me an invoice for the $100 Ft. Mill article that includes your address and social 

security #? I did a massive e-mail clean-up yesterday and might have accidentally deleted 

it if you already sent it to me so I'm sorry. Thanks! Name Withheld (personal 

communication, December 6, 2013) 

 

Email Two:  

Sender Gender: Male editor of a newspaper 

Date Sent: December 13, 2013 

Subject: Request for invoice 

Content: invoices due by thursday, thanks Name Withheld (personal 

communication, December 13, 2013) 

 

Email Block Two 

Both emails in block two are from manager’s requesting that their team complete 

a template to facilitate their one-on-one meetings. 
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Email Three:  

Sender Gender: Female Manager 

Date Sent: November 9, 2013 

Subject: Request for team to fill out new one-on-one template 

Content: Team, Some of you draft up notes for your 1X1’s. John is asking his 

directs to use the attached for his direct 1X1’s…Thought I would pass it along if you feel 

you want to leverage this. I will tell you that it does help me keep track, but I won’t 

require it. At minimum, if you could jot down what you would like to cover in an email, I 

would appreciate it. I’m sorry if you are already using another format. Thank you, Name 

Withheld (personal communication, November 9, 2013) 

 

Email Four: 

Sender Gender: Male manager 

Date Sent: November 9, 2013 

Subject: Request for team to fill out new one-on-one template 

Content: Please plan to use this template to capture what you need from me 

during our 1:1 meetings. Provide a completed form to me the day prior to your scheduled 

meeting so I can review it in advance. Thanks. Name Withheld (personal communication, 

November 9, 2013) 
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I used the findings from the content analysis to support my thesis that the 

feminine communication style typically used by women has contributed towards women 

receiving less pay and lower status in their careers. 

 

Findings 

Women typically demonstrate the following characteristics in their email 

communications:  

• Communications were more verbose 

• Senders used ritual apologies 

• Messages were relationship focused 

• Used feeling words 

• Included "I" statements 

The common characteristics of emails sent by males 

• Concise 

• Time-driven 

 

When using feminist standpoint theory to evaluate the emails, one can identify 

key components in the language used by women that support the theory that women are 

expected to defer to and please others. The two emails in block one are identical in 

subject matter, but quite different in approach. In email one the female sender apologizes 

twice. Dr. Phyllis Mindell (2001), professor at Georgetown Medical School, professional 
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communications expert and author of “How to Say It for Women” states that women 

apologize more than men. Mindell argues that women use “ritual apologies”, which make 

women appear weak. When exploring the definition of “ritual apology”, I found that 

Nicole George (2012) explains it best in “Situating Women: Gender Politics and 

Circumstance in Fiji”. She stated that ritual apology ceremonies are commonly used by 

indigenous communities to absolve perpetrators of gender violence. In comparing the 

ritual apologies for by women and for women in these two scenarios I see similarities. 

The ritual apologies that women make in daily communication in the workplace aren’t 

made because the sender is truly “sorry”, but rather the sender is more concerned with 

keeping the harmony in their relationships. The female sender was proactively attempting 

to keep harmony in her relationship by ritually apologizing for an imagined wrongdoing.   

I found that female senders used more words. In email block one, the female 

sender used 58 words, while the male sender only used five. In email block two, the 

female sender used 86 words while the male sender only used 39. Mindell (2001) states 

that wordiness is a red flag for weakness. Brevity is key, as communication gains clarity 

when verboseness is reduced. Consider email two from the male sender, which simply 

states, “invoices due by thursday, thanks”. This message is clear and concise. The 

recipient knows exactly what is expected and when in only five words. However, the 

message from the male sender is not without fault. The male sender doesn’t attempt to 

build a rapport or establish a relationship with the sender, which does have value in the 

workplace.  

Compare this to email one, which is on the same subject, sent from the female 

sender, which has 58 words. Email one contains extra words because unnecessary 
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information is included, specifically the details surrounding the senders email box 

cleanup. However, the goal of this email is to build rapport among the recipients 

I also evaluated the text of women in the workplace is by evaluating women’s use 

of emotional words. The female sender use a total of seven “I” statements compared to 

only one use from the male senders. Mindell (2001) argues that “I” statements shouldn’t 

be used in the workplace because they weaken language in five ways, including implying 

that the sender isn’t sure of the facts, placing blame on the sender, demonstrating weak 

leadership, harming women by making them appear immature and childlike and creating 

psychobabble.   

The female senders also use more feeling words - three compared to zero from the 

male senders. . Mindell (2001) calls that the word “feel” a “four-letter word that always 

fails,” (Mindell, 2001, p.36). She explores this further by stating that feelings words 

should never be used in the workplace. Mindell states that these words are psychobabble 

and that women should focus on language and attention to issues rather than feelings.  

Both of the emails in block two focus on a request to use a new template for 

documenting key points for a one-on-one conversation. In email three the female sender 

says, “I will tell you that it does help me keep track, but I won’t require it.” The female 

sender is more concerned with teammates liking her than requesting that they complete 

the task. Instead of requiring that the teammates complete the template, she makes the 

request about her preferences. She tells the team that the template helps her, but she 

doesn’t require it. Is the team to infer that they should or shouldn’t begin using this new 

template? Sheryl Sandberg speaks to success and likeability by citing a Harvard Business 
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School case study in which researchers polled students on their impressions of a real-life 

entrepreneur named Heidi Roizen. Researchers divided the students in half and assigned 

half of the students to review Heidi’s success story and the other half to review her story 

with one difference – they changed the gender of Heidi to a male and called her Howard. 

While the stories were completely identical, students favored Howard to Heidi, citing that 

Heidi seemed difficult and selfish. Sandberg stated that this study proved what women 

have known all along, “success and likeability are positively correlated for men and 

negatively correlated for women,” (Sandberg, 2013, p40). Using this example, it can be 

easily understood why the female sender in email three was concerned with the 

perception of her team by this request. The male sender in email four was much more 

direct, stating “Provide a completed form to me the day prior to your scheduled meeting 

so I can review it in advance,” (2013). My analysis of the reason behind the tentativeness 

of the female sender and the directness of the male sender is because the female sender is 

subconsciously aware that if she comes across as direct, it will be viewed negatively by 

the recipients, resulting in their liking her less. The male sender is aware that coming 

across as direct is the stereotypical expectation for his role. The recipients will view him 

positively as a result of his direct communication style. Therefore, it is beneficial to each 

of the senders to communicate in the fashion that they chose. Sandberg states that women 

are in a double bind as if they act nice, they are considered less competent, if they are 

seen as competent, she doesn’t seem nice enough. Since corporates want to promote 

people who are both competent and nice, this is a huge roadblock for women. “Acting in 

stereotypically feminine ways makes it difficult to reach for the same opportunities as 

men, but defying expectations and reaching for those opportunities leads to being judged 
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as undeserving and selfish,” (Sandberg, 2013, p43).  

Implications 

In conclusion, using the feminist standpoint theory, I believe that women use a 

feminine style of communication because girls are taught to be nurturing from a young 

age due to social ideologies. Women are currently in a double bind, as acting in 

stereotypically feminine ways makes it difficult for women to reach the same 

opportunities as men, but going against the grain results in women being disliked.  

Combining Woolf’s “looking glass” metaphor with feminist standpoint theory, I 

argue that men want women’s style of communication to be viewed inferior, so their own 

style is reflected as the more powerful and superior one. I believe that the reason why “I” 

statements are viewed as weak language is because men don’t use this style of 

communication. While Mindell (2001) bases her entire communications theory on how 

women can communicate “with confidence and power using the language of success.” I 

argue that the “language of success” is defined by men based on their perceived superior 

“masculine” communication style. Men want women’s style to be viewed as inferior 

because it reflects back on them as appearing superior.  

The result of viewing the female communication style as inferior contributes to 

the ideology that men are the superior sex. Ideology structures our every thought 

underneath our conscious awareness. It shapes our reality by limiting our socially 

constructed realities (Eisenberg, Goodall & Trethewey, 2010, pp.141-142). Women 

reinforce hegemony ideological control when they acquiesce and emulate the male style 
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of communication to demonstrate power and control.  

 

Currently women are playing by men’s rules and changing their communication 

style to reflect the male’s style and in turn, inflate the male’s image. Women can’t change 

the game overnight, but women need to understand how they play a role in successful 

communications. Women should continue to push for the value of “I” statements and 

feelings words in the workplace. Sheryl Sandberg (2013) admits that she has shown 

emotion in the workplace and she views this as a leadership quality. Sandberg predicts a 

shift in the future, stating that true leadership is more about acting with honesty and 

authenticity and less about being analytical. Sandberg says, “This shift is good news for 

women, who often feel obliged to come across as more stereotypical male” (Sandberg, 

2013, p 91). Sandberg goes on to say that speaking our truth will help women be natural 

leaders in the future. If more women in leadership positions took this stance and 

demonstrated the value in the female communications style, we can drive forward 

changes for women in generations behind us.  
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